Science is a human right

‘They needn’t bother
with the money’

‘Not all strikers’

Patents make it difﬁcult for developing
countries to participate in science, says a
Wageningen PhD researcher. | p.9 |

Four top teachers were declared Teacher
of the Year in previous years. What did it
do for them? | p.14 |

Tenure track gave researchers clear career
prospects but the trajectory is throwing
up new complications of its own. | p.18 |
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labour of love

>> DORINDE + FLOORBALL
Dorinde Kleinegris, researcher of Microalgen, Biobased Products

‘It’s faster than regular hockey’
It is known as Unihockey or ﬂoorball. Dorinde Kleinegris
describes her passion as a kind of cross between ﬁeld hockey
and ice hockey. But played indoors on a boarded-in rink with a
plastic stick and a ball with hole in it. Kleinegris and her team
UA Sonics are the Dutch champions. She also coaches the
national men’s under 19s. Check it out? There’s a student club
in Wageningen: Stick Together. RK / Photo: Guy Ackermans
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SURVIVAL
A stew of plants, nuts and wild mushrooms
provides the bushcrafter with enough to
survive on in the wilds of Wageningen.

PEACE TIME
Winston Churchill was the best of statesmen during the World War II. When he
declared elections in May 1945, the British public thought the world of him. But
that did not stop them voting him out on 5 July. They realized that in peace time
– and for building a welfare state – a diﬀerent kind of leader was required than
in wartime.
In the past couple of weeks we asked 10 Wageningen researchers and students,
picked at random, what kind of person they hope to see as the new board chair.
Their response was remarkably unanimous: Wageningen is in a strong position
so the new person must not change course or seek to grow any bigger. What they
do want is an empathetic listener and people manager capable of bringing staﬀ
and diﬀerent parts of the organization together. You could see this as implicit
criticism of the current leader. But perhaps the Wageningen community simply
sees what is needed for the years ahead, just as the British did in 1945.
Gaby van Caulil

>> Absurdly expensive Starbucks appeals to sense of prestige in China. |
p.29
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Nutrition & Health will be the ﬁrst
Wageningen Bachelor’s degree to
introduce a numerous ﬁxus setting
a limit to the number of students
admitted. The system needs to be
worked out quickly as the ﬁrst
open day is on 16 November. The
university is opting for selection of
students rather than a lottery,
which has been the usual Dutch
way of limiting numbers on a
degree programme in the past.
Applicants will be ranked

according to their suitability for
the programme and the top 130
will be admitted to Wageningen.
The ranking will be done on the
basis of four criteria: exam grade
in biology and chemistry plus
scores on two tests, one on
motivation and one on knowledge.
These tests will be conducted on a
selection and orientation day held
on 30 May. High school students
who score an average of 8 or higher
in their ﬁnal exams will be
welcome in any case.
These are the broad lines of the
plan, but there are many details
still to be worked out. After all, this
is the ﬁrst time a ceiling has been
set to admission to a Wageningen
degree course. Who is going to de-

cide on borderline cases? How will
the grades of foreign students be
calculated? And what if you really
cannot attend on 30 May? ‘It’s a lot
of work,’ says Rolf Marteijn, programme director at Nutrition &
Health, ‘you come up against a lot
of new issues.’ He hopes to submit
a draft proposal very soon.
'($'/,1(
There is considerable time pressure on the introduction of the
measure. At the end of August the
maximum number of students was
approved just before the DUO
deadline, with the employees’
council voting by email in the end.
‘It is not ideal for the council to
take a decision this way,’ says coun-

cil member Klaas Swart, ‘because
there isn’t any real discussion.’
Nevertheless, he is convinced the
right decision was made.
The number of ﬁrst years in Nutrition & Health this year is now at
a record 183. One possible reason
for this was the threatened withdrawal of the basic grant. It is expected that there will be fewer preliminary enrolments for next year.
Besides, the new limit on numbers
will exclude students from applying whose ﬁrst choice is a subject
like medicine, where students are
selected by lottery. This is because
of a rule that high school students
may only apply for one programme
to which admissions are
limited. RR

,'($/,672%8,/'1(:678'(17$&&2002'$7,21

ð &RQVWUXFWLRQJRHVDKHDGWKDQNV
WRKRXVLQJVHFWRUDJUHHPHQW
ð 'HVLJQEDVHGRQQLQHWHHQWK
FHQWXU\EXLOGLQJV

A total of 162 student units are
going to be built on the corner of
the Lawickse Allee and the
Rooseveltweg. Idealis will start on
the construction of Lawickse Hof
in 2014, according to an
announcement it made last week.
The building will have 118 selfcontained rooms, 28 rooms with

shared facilities and 16 ﬂats. ‘We
expect students will be able to start
living there in the 2015-2016
academic year,’ says Sylvie Deenen,
the new Idealis director. ‘The new
rooms will be in a great location:
walking distance from the town
centre and within easy reach of the
campus.’
The design for Lawickse Hof is
based on the nineteenth-century
buildings lining the Lawickse
Allee. The building will get bay
windows along the front and the
facades will be painted in different
colours.

The construction has suffered
big delays. At the end of 2012,
Idealis postponed all its
investment decisions due to
uncertainty about the cabinet’s
policy plans. The student
accommodation provider said it
was concerned that the proposed
rent rules in combination with a
new landlord levy would be too
much of a burden on the budget.
But part of the cabinet’s plans
were scrapped in the housing sector agreement reached in February
this year. This meant there was
room again for new projects.

For instance, the housing
accommodation provider is
expecting to be able to start soon
on the construction of 149 student
units on the Nobelweg. Idealis is
also making a list with the
university and municipality of all
the possible locations for housing
students in the short or long term,
whether temporarily or permanently. In this context, Idealis is
also looking at the options for
temporary accommodation in the
Computechnion building at the
Dreijen. /YG1
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For instance, lecturers were
dissatisﬁed with the room for

manoeuvre in the lecture hall with
the partition wall, known as the
Waaierzaal (fan hall). ‘You have
over a hundred people on the left
and over a hundred people on the
right who can’t see each other.
There is no way you can make
contact with the entire group,’
assistant professor Ynte van Dam
complained recently in Resource.
On Monday 14 October, the
lecturers got an opportunity to air
their criticisms of the new

LQEULHI
ǋǋ0,&+$(/08//(5

7ZLWWHUNLQJGHSDUWV
Nutrition professor Michael Müller will
be taking on a post as professor in England in January 2014. Müller will be
going to the University of East Anglia in
Norwich, where he will also be the director of the Food and Health Alliance. In
England, Müller will be continuing his research into the eﬀects of nutrition at the
micro level. For instance, he will be looking at how vegetable matter aﬀects gut
functioning. Müller is best known in Wageningen for his eﬀorts to communicate
with a wide public about science. He is
very active on Twitter, for example: he
has sent more than 15,000 tweets and
has more than 5000 followers. In February 2012, Elsevier identiﬁed him as one
of the most interesting twitterers in science. RR

ǋǋ678'(1752206

'H'UHLMHQ
Students may be able to start living at
the Dreijen next year. There are plans to
make the Computechnion suitable for
temporary housing, said Eise Ebbelink
(head of Real Estate, Facilities and Servi-

teaching location in an evaluation.
In addition to the Waaierzaal, they
also complained about the queues
for the revolving door on the east
side: every day around 8.30, 10.30
and 13.30, a long line of students
forms to get inside the building.
The restricted view of the screens
in various lecture rooms was
another gripe, as was the difﬁculty
of ﬁnding the emergency stairs.
Various measures are being
taken to deal with the lecturers’

ces) at the opening of the former Wageningen UR Administration Centre at Duivendaal after alteration work. Over the
next ﬁve years, 179 students will be able
to live in this oﬃce building. Both Van
der Leij Project Development, the organization behind Duivendaal, and Idealis
are interested in the Computechnion.
Van der Leij has also shown an interest
in the vacant De Dorschkamp building on
the slopes of the Wageningse Berg. 5.

>>DAMAGE

$XWXPQVWRUP
The autumn storm on Monday 10 October took its toll on the campus. Two trees
fell, one next to the Leeuwenborch and
one on the Bornsesteeg. A huge construction board at the entrance to the campus
also collapsed. There was no further signiﬁcant damage reported at any of the
Wageningen UR sites, says the Facilities
and Services service desk. The Lelystad
wind turbines were barely aﬀected by
the wind. In the past, wind turbines had
to be turned oﬀ if the wind got too
strong as otherwise they would rotate so
fast they would break. But the newest
generation, which includes the ones in
Lelystad, has an automatic braking mechanism to stop that. 10

grievances. The emergency doors
will be opened during peak hours
to give students more ways of
getting in. The screens and
overhead projectors in the
Waaierzaal have been lowered to
improve the view from the front
rows. In addition, more will be
done to point out the location of
the emergency stairs and
instructions on how to use the
climate control will be put on each
lecturer’s desk. /YG1

.((69$1VELUW <<
/RQHOLQHVV
Lectures are in full swing again. Sadly, I now have to wait
until the sixth period before I can get going again.
Together with 40 students you immerse yourself in a topic
every morning for six weeks. Of course I have a well
thought-out course plan with intensively supervised
practicals, one-day ﬁeld trips, problem-centred learning,
guest lectures: education with knobs on. But for a
Master’s course that is not enough.
In the ﬁrst session I put it to the students that the main
way you ‘learn’ is through encounters with others:
teachers, farmers, guest speakers and each other. The
facts you can get from the internet, the library and a little
bit from my presentations. What matters to me is what
you do with the scientiﬁc knowledge in practice, how you
arrive at new research questions and above all: how you
can make use science to improve on reality!
At ﬁrst they give me rather glazed looks: what kind of guy
is this? All that ruminating and reﬂecting and practical
work, is that really scientiﬁc? But the atmosphere and the
interaction improve as the course progresses. Sometimes
I am amazed at the questions the students ask. Then it is
time for the exam on the last day. It is an open book exam
so you are allowed to bring anything you want with you:
your granddad, the reader, whatever. What I am interested
in is whether you can show that you can reﬂect and that
you have insight. Last year I just ran the exam myself in a
computer room. No more than 200 words for each answer.
The ticking of the keyboards ﬁlls the room, the ﬁrst
students have ﬁnished and email their papers to me.
Whispering ‘have a good weekend’, they leave the room.
The ticking gradually diminishes until the last computer
is closed down. ‘Thanks for the course!’ After six hectic
weeks the silence is deathly. For a moment I feel terribly
lonely. .HHVYDQ9HOXZ
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The Luttelgeest wolf was indeed a
wolf but not from Luttelgeest. The
creature came from the Carpathians, but scientists did not realize
this until late on. On 31 October,
ecologist Geert Groot Bruinderink
(Alterra) is submitting his wolf
plan to the ministry. The idea is
that a Wolf Agency will prevent
such blunders in future.
Has the possibility that the wolf
walked here of its own accord been
ruled out?
‘No, not in my opinion. Anything is still possible really. What
we know is that it is a wolf and it
has come a long way. The animal
has been shot and had a few hard
blows but we are not sure in what
order. It looks increasingly unlikely that the creature got to Luttelgeest under its own steam, but it’s
not a closed case.’
You don’t believe in pranksters?
‘The animal was probably shot
with a big game riﬂe. That’s no
prank. It has been moved around
and that is not allowed. You need a
permit for that. This is a serious

'LVVHFWLRQRIWKH/XWWHOJHHVWZROILQ1DWXUDOLV

breach of the law. Criminals were
at work here and I don’t see the joke in that.’
What was the biggest blunder?
‘When the wolf was found there
was only a draft wolf plan. There
was no central coordination.
Things went well until the dissection but then mistakes were made.
They should have looked immediately for traces of shot but they didn’t and they didn’t take any X-ray
photos either. So that went wrong.’
What would have happened if the
wolf plan had been in place?

‘The big difference is that there
would be a Wolf Agency coordinating research, information provision and publicity. There’s still the
human factor but we’ve learnt a lot
from Luttelgeest.’
Will Alterra get the Wolf Agency?
‘It could be located physically
within Alterra, or somewhere else.
The key thing is that it will be an
independent agency that orders research rather than doing research
itself. Now it is up to the Ministry
of Economic Affairs, the provinces
and Fauna Fund to respond.’ 5.
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Teachers beware! If you want to be
considered for the prestigious
Teacher of the Year Award, you will
have to put your best foot forward
in the next few weeks. Between 30
October and 8 November students

get to vote for their favourite
teacher.
The Award was established by
the Wageningen University Fund
as a way of rewarding good
teaching. Students in the second
year and above can vote for one of
the 259 teachers who scored best
in the course evaluations. On the
basis of this vote, a long list is
drawn up of about 15 teachers. A
student jury will then interview
these top 15 ladies and gentlemen,

as well as gathering information
from students and sitting in on
their classes. The ﬁve nominees
selected by the jury will be
announced mid-December. And
one of them will be crowned
Teacher of the Year at the New Year
reception on 14 January. There are
interviews with past Teachers of the
Year of pages 14 and 15 of this
Resource. How do they look back
on the experience and what have
/YG1
they gained from it?

De Schilde, an ofﬁce block in the
heart of The Hague, could soon
harbor a beer brewery. Other
potential new tenants are a
mushroom farm or a ﬁsh farm.
These are three of the entrants in a
competition for ideas for urban
farming in ofﬁce buildings. The
Hague city council is the pioneer
in this ﬁeld in the Netherlands.
Tycho Vermeulen (WUR
greenhouse horticulture) is
supervising the project.
De Schilde is a former Philips
factory. The seven storey building
belongs to the city council and is
partially empty, like ten percent of
all the ofﬁce space in The Hague.
This prompted the Dutch
Chamber of Commerce and
environmental organization
Milieu Centraal to put their heads
together to come up with a new use
for these wasted spaces. And they
do not have in mind allotments for
local amateur gardeners to grow
their vegetables on. ‘
VIABLE
This is about developing viable
commercial urban farming,’
stresses Vermeulen. ‘The initiators
have to earn a living by it.’ It is not
enough to have an idea; the
proposals have to be based on a
thorough business plan. Various
workshops have been offered over
the past few months in which
candidates could learn how to
do this. The deadline for
submissions was last week, and
the jury will reach its decision next
5.
week.
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There’s something new coming to
the world of desserts: a yoghurt
bar. Yoghurt on tap in the
supermarket. The idea was
developed with the help of the
Agricultural Economics Institute
LEI during the Dutch Design Week
in Eindhoven. The LEI made use of
the Eindhoven design platform
last week to showcase its ‘business
innovation approach’.
The Natuurhoeve is a Utrecht
dairy company made up of 10
farmers who specialize in
farmhouse yoghurts. The group
has its own line: see-through tubs
of farmhouse yoghurt with fresh
fruit at the bottom. But there are
so many people doing that. Dairy

A CHIP FOR
EVERY APPLE

:KR"Toine Timmermans,
programme manager for
sustainable food chains
at Food & Biobased
Research
:KDW"Won the Food Valley Award together with
NXP
:KDWZLWK"A ‘tag’ that
monitors and predicts
food quality
:K\"To combat
food waste

producers copy each other for a
pastime, explains farmer Mariska
Lekkerkerker. ‘So how can I make
sure I stand out? What is the added
value of my product?’
Many agricultural businesses
face similar questions. In business
things are changing all the time
because the market, the rules and
the consumers change. The crucial
thing is sustainability. The LEI
wants to help these businesses,
explains Jos Verstegen. ‘We help
entrepreneurs to think through
new business models. How to
develop opportunities to go about
things in a new way.’
%$&.722/'7,0(6
To this end the LEI has developed
the ‘business innovation
approach’, a framework for
structured reﬂection on the kind of
company you want to be and the
chain in which you want to
operate. Almost every day,

What exactly is this tag?
‘It is a little bit of plastic with chips in it that
measure all kinds of things, make
calculations and communicate them over
wireless internet. During transportation of
a fresh product, the tag registers
temperature, humidity, pH and carbon
dioxide levels. Our models can then tell us
about the quality of the products, whether
they are avocados or ﬂowers.’
You want to reduce food waste. How will
chips help to do that?
‘One important reason for food waste is that
we cannot estimate the quality of a product
accurately. We place too much trust in useby dates but they are based on assumptions
and averages. So what could be better than
a chip which indicates the real shelf life?’
What future does your invention have, do you
think?
‘I think that they will be so functional in 10
years’ time that you will be able to integrate
them into things like fridges and smartphones. Then you will get a text message to
say it’s time to eat that bag of lettuce
because it will have gone bad by tomorrow.
And the tags are so cheap you can put them
on lots of individual products.’ RR

Verstegen and his colleagues get
together with farmers who want to
innovate. A gathering of
entrepreneurs, with designers
coming on the scene for the ﬁrst
time in Eindhoven. An obvious
combination, in Verstegen’s view.
‘The real innovations in the
agricultural sector often come
from outside. Outsiders have a
completely different perspective
on things. That’s why we linked up
with the Dutch Design Week.’ As
part of Agri meet Design,
entrepreneurs, policymakers,
designers and students at the CAH
‘green’ college in Dronten bent
their heads over three case studies.
One of them was the Natuurhoeve.
Dairy farmer Lekkerkerker is
pleased with the outcome. ‘The
yoghurt bar ﬁts in with what I
really want: to go back to the old
days with reﬁllable packaging.
Our yoghurt bar in the supermarkets.’ 5.

:$*(1,1*(1:25/'é6
BEST AGRICULTURAL
81,9(56,7<
ð :DJHQLQJHQWRSVUDQNLQJRI
DJULFXOWXUDOXQLYHUVLWLHV
ð 5HDVRQUDSLGO\ULVLQJQXPEHU
RISXEOLFDWLRQVDQGFLWDWLRQV

Last year Wageningen was still in
second place in the National
Taiwan University Ranking for
agricultural universities. Now it
has gone up to ﬁrst place, just
above American universities UC
Davis and Cornell.
The position at the top of agricultural science is assigned from
scores in three ﬁelds: agricultural
sciences, environmental sciences
and plant and animal research.
Wageningen scores the highest for
agricultural science, coming third
in the world in the other two ﬁelds.
The combined scores put
Wageningen in ﬁrst place in this
AS
speciﬁc domain.

QUOTE
‘I am certain that in about 10 years’ time everyone will
be saying I was right.’
Why all that resistance to new farming methods before it is clear what
the pros and cons are? Aalt Dijkhuizen knows better. The rest of the
world too. Or we will in 10 years’ time. Dutch newspaper AD, 14 October.

FIGUREITOUT <<
*UDGXDWLQJIDVWHU
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The Wadden islands are far and
away the most attractive rural area
in the Netherlands – at least,
according to the Dutch
themselves, an Alterra study has
revealed. The islands are followed
by the North Sea coast, South
Limburg and the Veluwe. This
ranking order will come as no
surprise to anyone. What is novel
is the way researcher Sjerp de Vries
and his colleagues established it:
using the hotspot monitor.
The hotspot monitor is a kind of
online survey that makes use of
Google maps to assess the social
value of a landscape. This can be
done by sending people out with
questionnaires, but that is both
time-consuming and expensive.
The internet, and Google Maps in
particular, provide an interesting
alternative, so researchers from
institutes including Alterra and the
University of Groningen developed
the hotspot monitor to exploit this
potential.

$SRQGLQWKHGXQHVRQ7HUVFKHOOLQJDèKRWVSRWéLQWKHH\HVRIWKH'XWFK

*5((1$1'3($&()8/
More that 3000 people living in six
very varied landscapes put a ﬂag
online on the area of the
Netherlands they considered the
most attractive. They were then
asked all sorts of questions about
their choice. Anyone who wants to
ﬁll in the monitor themselves can
do so at www.hotspotmonitor.eu.
The researchers did some

calculations based on the results
and produced a hotspot map which
shows at a glance which bits of
countryside the Dutch favour. Half
the participants picked the Wadden
islands, the North Sea coast, South
Limburg or the Veluwe. And we
know why: they are green, peaceful,
and feature water and nature. No
big surprises there, acknowledges
de Vries. ‘But it does mean the

method works. This is a proof of
principle.’
De Vries sees the hotspot
monitor as a useful instrument for
policymakers. The monitor can
generate at great speed data about
which landscapes people value and
why. ‘So if you also know what
characteristics their appreciation is
based on, you can predict the effect
of a particular intervention.’ RK

1$785(5(,0$*,1(')25($&+*(1(5$7,21
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Very different perceptions of the
natural world are reﬂected in
children’s books over the past 200
years, an exhibition in the WUR library shows. The exhibition is an
initiative by Roel During, researcher at Alterra, and his daughter
Tosca, who is studying art history.
Together they tracked down illustrated children’s books about nature, preferably those which were
illustrated by established artists as
a way of earning a bit on the side.

The collection of exhibits includes
books from the last 200 years, some of them from During’s own collection of natural history books,
and some from the WUR library.
Perceptions of nature have changed enormously in 200 years. From
the oldest books it is not easy to tell
that they were intended for children. They are full of tough, moralistic stories about creation. ‘Children
were served up nature as something
that would improve their minds,’
says During. Only later did a real
children’s world grow up, with room
for the imagination. An example of
this is a Dutch book on the adventures of a young naturalist, Lotgevallen van een jeugdigen natuuronder-

books often carry a gloomy message. During found recent books
about melting igloos, forlorn polar
bears and a sloth living in a forest
that is going to be cut down.
During: ‘The message is often: we
adults have made a complete mess
of things and it is up to you children
to sort it out.’ He thinks the emotional impact of this on children is underestimated and would rather see
children offered imaginative books:
‘Otherwise you place the world’s
problems on their shoulders.’ RR

zoeker, an exciting tale about ﬁeld
work in the Mexican jungle.
Interestingly, modern children’s

The exhibition on Fantastic Nature
in Children’s Books will be opened
on 1 November by Dutch children’s
book writer Jan Terlouw.
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Why do patents have a negative impact on
developing countries?
‘Worldwide, the distribution of wealth
is already extremely unequal now. Patents
send up the price of innovations so that
something that is already expensive in a
developed country is downright
unaffordable anywhere else. Newcomers
– including those in developed countries –
also have a hard time because patents give
the holder control over the development
of new products.’

PHOTO: GUY ACKERMANS

You see being able to participate in
science as a human right.
‘Indeed. Along with a few other writers,
I have a different take on human rights. It
is not just a fair share but participation in
science that is a human right. Imagine
that a social class below a certain income

bracket were excluded: we would be
furious. You can’t exclude people from
such an important area of the culture.’
Why is science so important for developing
countries?
‘Science and technology shape our
society. If you don’t participate you have
no inﬂuence over the research agenda and
therefore no inﬂuence over future
technologies. These will not always be
culturally acceptable. What is more, the
current situation creates dependence.
Developing countries are dependent on
the north. One side is always the saviour
and the other always the one that needs
saving.’
If we combat poverty in developing
countries won’t the knowledge gap
disappear automatically?
‘You cannot postpone participation in
science until you have solved hunger and
poverty. The point is, they go hand in
hand. And the developed world will beneﬁt too. You make use of new perspectives
and attitudes and the enormous
motivation people have. Just think how
motivated a plant scientist
will be in a country where
there is hunger.’
How could a new or
improved system com
about?
‘I think the Open
Access movement is
crucial to this. In that
movement people are
experimenting with all
sorts of ways of making
research accessible to
the public. You can also
add a ‘humanitarian
license’ to your patent.
That means that people in
the least developed
countries can get a license
free or cheaply. Many
Wageningen researchers
already make use of that.
Personally I have made all
my publications available
to the public.’ RR
&KULVWLDQ7LPPHUPDQQ
è3DWHQWVSXWVFLHQWLVWVLQ
GHYHORSLQJFRXQWULHVDWD
GLVDGYDQWDJHé
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-DQ:LOOHPYDQGHU6FKDQVUHVHDUFKHUDWWKH/(,DQGFR
LQLWLDWRURIEetbaar Rotterdam>(GLEOH5RWWHUGDP@
‘The discussion on nutrition and health is very relevant, in Rotterdam as well,’ says Van der Schans. ‘You
get all sorts of projects there in which local farmers and
amateurs in the city collaborate on producing and processing food. One of my favourites is Hotspot Hutspot,
in which West Indian girls are taught to cook with fresh
local ingredients. This gives them a chance to learn
about food and cooking and avoid putting on so much
weight. The project even has a pop-up restaurant in a
disused building.’
Who funds this kind of urban farming?
‘Hotspot Hutspot’s restaurant is sponsored by a
housing association which makes the building available. Housing associations are the secret sugar daddy of
urban faming. The principle is that the farmer earns
more by supplying the city directly, while the consumer
in the disadvantaged neighbourhoods still gets a bargain. I have seen examples of this – immigrants who
buy bulk quantities of dairy and vegetables from farmers from the outskirts of Rotterdam.’
Are organic farmers at an advantage over their
conventional colleagues?
‘One advantage is that you are not even allowed to spray
crops in the city. But there are also organic farmers who
feel that people should pay more for organic produce.
Needless to say, you won’t reach the disadvantaged neighbourhoods with that elitist attitude. On those neighbourhoods the issue is access to sustainable and healthy food.’
How does a farmer make that connection with the city?
‘You have to enjoy opening your farm to immigrants
and linking up with a food or cookery project in the city. That’s how you start. Then you hope to get more custom in the neighbourhood where they have got to know
you. And you get goodwill in the city, which is handy for
getting permits. In the long term it can lead to paid
consultancy work because the farmer understands the
business.’ $6

3 52326,7,21
‘Goethe’s proposition, “In der Beschränkung zeigt
sich erst der Meister” gets a lot more meaning if after
a 170 page thesis one has to ﬁnalize the propositions.’
Greetje, A.A. Castelijn, who obtained her PhD
on 18 October 2013 in Wageningen
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Open water in a hot city works a bit
like a fridge. But only during the
day. In the early hours of the morning a pond functions more like a
stove.
It is warmer in cities than in the
surrounding countryside, by as
much as ﬁve degrees on a hot summer’s day. Meteorologists do plenty of research on this heat island
phenomenon and on what can be
done to reduce the effect. Vegetation helps, for instance, by providing some cooling. Water helps
too, or that is the general impression. But this impression is not entirely correct, show calculations by
PhD student Natalie Theeuwes.
5$',$17+($7,1*
Theeuwes designed a model of a
big city on the scale of London or
Paris. In the city she included one
or more ponds, or none, and applied a weather model to it, based
on a few summery days in May
2008. The results are striking. Needless to say, the model came up
with the expected heat island effect: up to about ﬁve degrees. But
the situation gets a whole lot more

&HQWUDO3DUN1HZ<RUNZDWHUZRUNVOLNHDVWRYHLQDPHWURSROLV

complex when there is open water
involved. As expected, water causes
cooling by day, but something else
happens at night. In the early
hours of the morning, between
four and eight o’clock, the fridge
turns into a stove. This is because
at that time of day the water is warmer than the air above it. Theeuwes sums up the situation concisely: water cools, but not at night.
(9$325$7,21
And the warmer the water, the bigger the warming effect it has.

When water reaches 20 degrees
Celsius – not unusual after a hot
summer – the cooling effect by day
is negligible compared to the warming effect at night. Along the
banks of the water the temperature can be as much as 3.5 degrees
higher than it would be without
water. Downwind, depending of
course on the wind and how built
up the area is, the effects are noticeable for many kilometres. And
the larger the expanse of water, the
bigger the effect, although the correlation is not proportional.

The cooling effect by day is not
as straightforward as was thought
either, due to evaporation of the
water. The temperature is experienced as higher when the air becomes more humid. We are all familiar with the feeling of a swelteringly hot tropical day. On such days,
says Theeuwen, the cooling effect
of the water can go down by up to
60 percent. On a tropical day you’d
be better off jumping in the pond
than hoping that the indirect effect of the water will cool you
down. RK

*52:,1*5,&(:,7+/(66:$7(5
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You can grow rice with less water.
It requires less energy but has a
few disadvantages: lower yields per
hectare and greater loss of nitrogen. These ﬁndings emerged from
ﬁeld trials in Pakistan conducted
by PhD student Masood Awan.
Rice is grown in paddies –
inundated ﬁelds where you plant
the rice out. That is the image of

rice farming we tend to have. It is
less widely known that there is also
aerobic rice, which you can sow on
a patch of land and irrigate it
afterwards. Growing water
shortages are putting conventional
rice farming under pressure in
many regions and aerobic rice
cultivation is on the increase. One
problem with it, though, is that
aerobic rice is less productive.
Water shortages are making
Pakistani farmers eager to try out
the water-saving varieties but they
do not include varieties of their

favourite basmati rice. And the
aerobic varieties they can get hold
of are far less lucrative for them.
1,752*(1',6$33($56
PhD student Masood Awan tested
the potential of aerobic rice in the
hot Punjab region of Pakistan. He
tested three local and two exotic
varieties, varying the amounts of
irrigation water and nitrogen
applied. He found that the exotic
varieties delivered particularly
good harvests while cutting water
consumption by 20 percent. He

did discover, however, that extra
fertilizer hardly increases the yield,
as it does in a paddy. So what
happens to all the nitrogen not
absorbed by the rice plants? ‘It
probably doesn’t stay in the soil,’
says supervisor Pepijn van Oort. ‘I
think the nitrogen disappears into
the air through a process of
nitriﬁcation and denitriﬁcation.’
The ball is now in the court of the
plant breeders. Wanted: a rice
variety as tasty as basmati that
thrives on a short growing season
under dry conditions. $6
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Our editor should have been jumping for joy, really.
There were 6700 reactions to just one of his online
bulletins. Sadly, though, they were not from engaged
Wageningers but from spambots selling dodgy wares.
Our new website was plagued by spam right from the
start, but in recent weeks the drizzle turned into a
regular tsunami. So the reaction option has been
deactivated for the time being. An army of ICTers is
working on a spanking new spam ﬁlter as we write.
Until then, page 11 will feature one of our online
columnists. But we hope to be oﬀering you the usual
selection of reactions before long.

Resource editor-in-chief Gaby van Caulil has a new
job. From 18 November he will be head of Communication and Public Aﬀairs at STW, a foundation under
the Dutch research funding organization NWO. STW
funds scientiﬁc research and promotes its practical
application by bring together researchers and end
users (mainly in industry). A relatively large share of
STW funding goes to Wageningen researchers.
Gaby has been editor-in-chief at Resource since 2008.
Head editor Rob Goossens will be acting editor-inchief for the time being. Rob.goossens@wur.nl or tel:
0317 485320.

&2/801021'$<
It’s Monday morning again. The ﬁrst Monday of a new
period. It hasn’t been established by research, but you
can safely assume that it will be the most pointless day
of the next eight weeks.
The day starts with two options. Getting out of bed at
an ungodly hour so as to be at the introductory
lecture at 8.30, or staying in bed. If you have spent
the weekend at your parents’, ‘ungodly hour’ is
putting it mildly, assuming you travel back on
Monday. And your mother is not going to make your
sandwiches at six thirty in the morning, so
you’ll have to do it yourself. By seven
thirty things will be diﬀerent. So you
roll over.
But just imagine you did go and you
slip into your seat in the lecture hall
at precisely eight thirty with your
cup of machine coﬀee. The teacher
will probably explain how
Blackboard works, tell you whether
there are compulsory contact hours,
admonish you to keep up with the
work and ﬁnish up with the message that

you can read everything you’ve just been told on
Blackboard. And at 25 to 9 you are outside again with
your cup of coﬀee. Nothing now until the next ﬁveminute class where you hear something similar, this
time in relation to your afternoon class. At one thirty.
Why don’t we just cancel the ﬁrst Monday of every
period? Probably because then the ﬁrst Tuesday of the
period would be wasted, and that would be a pity.
That Tuesday is usually reserved for rubbing your
nose in the hard facts and telling you that your
courses probably require more input than you would
like. So just keep the Monday, and have a nice
cup of coﬀee with your Mum at home. And
ﬁnd out what you missed in the evening. It
will be on Blackboard, as you know from
the last ﬁrst day.
It will always be a tricky one, the ﬁrst
Monday of a new period.
Jan-Willem Kortlever, fourth-year student of
Agrotechnology, writes a blog every two weeks
on resource.wur.nl
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Looking for the new leader

Eﬃciency with empathy
Who will take over as ﬁrst-in-command at Wageningen UR?
After twelve years at the helm, Aalt Dijkhuizen will be making way
for a new face in March. And we know exactly what sort of leader is
needed, it seems from a small sample of views sought by Resource.
‘We could do with a few feminine qualities.’
text: Gaby van Caulil / illustration: Pascal Tieman

T

he ﬁrst job ad has already appeared in the
national daily the NRC. What is required, it said,
is ‘a strong director and an experienced
chairperson’. But how does the rank and ﬁle in
Wageningen UR see it? We asked ten students
and staff members for their views on The Ideal Leader.

SUPERVISORY BOARD SEEKS PEOPLE PERSON TOO
Happily, the proﬁle drawn
up by the Supervisory
Board, led by Job Cohen,
largely matches the wishes
of students and staﬀ.
According to the advertisement, what is sought is a
‘strong director and an
experienced chairperson
who is capable of staying
on course, is not afraid of
taking diﬃcult decisions,
is someone people can
relate to and who can persevere.’
But most of the requirements refer to soft characteristics, exactly what our
panel wants to see. The

person sought ‘provides
space’, ‘looks for connections and is visible’, and has
‘a proven capacity to build
alliances.’
The supervisory board places more emphasis than
do students and staﬀ on a
commercial leader: ‘experience in the business
world is certainly an
advantage.’ But he or she
should also ‘understand
the processes and culture
within the university.’
The supervisory board does
not have any change of
course in mind for the uni-

versity. But DLO seems to
pose a bigger challenge, so
the task there is ‘to guide
the strategic repositioning
and the needed transformation of DLO, partly focusing on funding.’
As expected, the new leader will earn considerably
less than his or her predecessor, and the salary will
conform to the Balkenende
norm. And will it be a man
or a woman? There is certainly no explicit preference. In four and a half
pages of advertisement
the word woman is not
mentioned.

‘I immediately think of a mother ﬁgure,’ says student
Antoon Kanis. ‘The top ﬂoor of Atlas is a bastion of greyhaired men and we have very few women professors here.
I don’t want to do down Aalt Dijkhuizen, but a very hard
line has been taken in discussions here in the last few
years. I think things could have gone differently with a
woman in charge.’
But make no mistake, it has got to be a tough woman.
‘Because there are a lot of egos in Wageningen, you need a
strong person in charge,’ says environmental technologist
and Wetsus director Cees Buisman. PhD researcher in
Management Jeroen Candel comments: ‘Let’s keep
Dijkhuizen’s good qualities. That means: someone who
stands their ground, who can take difﬁcult decisions and
builds up a network that beneﬁts the university.’
The panel is pretty much in agreement on the direction
Wageningen UR needs to take. ‘The course seems clear to
me,’ states Piet Boonekamp, business unit manager at
PRI. ‘The global food problem is a huge societal challenge
for us. We need to produce more food as well as better
quality food, and much more sustainably. That relates to
climate and nature issues too. And we have a reputation
for that; that is Wageningen’s core business.’ PhD student
Candel is the most categorical about it: ‘The new boss
must not change course.’
It is especially important to stay on course in DLO, says
Boonekamp: ‘The new chair must make sure we continue
to be an excellent research organization. In DLO there is a
danger – under pressure from the funding bodies – of
slipping into research that doesn’t contribute much to
innovation. Just gathering data. I think we should
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abandon this kind of research and routine applied research in favour of
addressing complex questions that only Wageningen UR is equipped to
tackle.’
REWARD, DON’T PUNISH
Although Wageningen scores well in visitations and rankings, there is
room for improvement on some fronts. The new director should pay
more attention to policy on quality, says Fre Pepping,
managing director of VLAG research school. ‘In
order to get hold of someone like Professor
Ben Scheres all sorts of alternative funding
channels were thought up. That is not
the way to go about it, of course. If a
top person becomes available, you
should be able to apply a readymade
strategy straightaway. The quality
of the education could be
improved too. Do away with the
rule about scores of ﬁve and just
set up a binding recommendation
on whether a student continues.’
Quality is also a matter of
personel management with a
human face, says associate
professor Kirsten Verkooijen. ‘It
has been demonstrated so often
that people who enjoy their work
are more effective. This university
stands for the quality of life, so that
should be reﬂected in its own human
resources policy. Please don’t let it be
someone who goes crazy for lists and
targets. I believe in rewards rather than
punishments and I would argue for someone who motivates staff.’
Here we touch on perhaps the most
commonly expressed wish. The new director of
the board needs to be someone who can bring
people together, a quality lacking in the current
incumbent. He or she should not only connect
people, but also different parts of the
organization and people of differing
views and ideas.’ ‘Let’s

have a listener this time,’ says Fre Pepping. ‘In general I am happy with
what Aalt has done, but now I would like more of a people manager.’
For Piet Boonekamp of PRI, this capacity to connect must go beyond a
personality trait. The new leader needs to really achieve connection.
‘After 15 years of Wageningen UR, the university and DLO are not enough
of a uniﬁed whole. We put a lot of energy into it but it remains wishful
thinking. There are still fences. One example is tackling the high
levels of antibiotics used in the livestock sector. We
have already been saying for a long time that
there is a big opportunity for collaboration
for Plant and Animal scientists here. And
for that you need a leader who says it’s
important. In this context vision
means: investing seriously in new
focus points for research.’
Boonekamp sees fences within
his own business unit too. ‘We
have now gone too far in a culture
of blame and that hampers
integration. At DLO we face a
shrinking market. We are doing
our best to help each other but at
the end of the day you still think,
what’s in it for me? Because that is
what you are judged on. That’s why
we need a people person, with nerve
and vision.’
TOUGH AND CREDIBLE
And who should it be? One name is
mentioned with striking regularity:
Louise Fresco, who studied tropical
agriculture at Wageningen. She was a
director at the FAO for nine years and is now
professor of Sustainable Development at the
University of Amsterdam. She has written
several inﬂuential books about food, and gave
the founders’ day lecture here last year. Our panel
describe her as ‘very interesting’, ‘tough and
credible’, ‘a very good one’ and a ‘fantastic
example of combining science and
management.’ In other words, get on
the phone!
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‘I must be getting some t
In the runup to the 2014 Teacher of
the Year elections, Resource called
on a few illustrious former winners.
What eﬀect does a prize like this
have on them? And how did they
spend the prize money?
text: Linda van der Nat / photo: Sven Menschel

Frits Claassen – Teacher of the Year 2012
What he’s known for: Decision science, Food Production
Chains
How he used the money: it went into the kitty at his chair
group. ‘So it’s out of my reach, just as my modest salary is
managed by others at home. I hasten to add that I have
been happily married for years.’
An honour or an embarassment?
‘It is a mark of recognition for your work. But it does make
you feel a bit uncomfortable as well. I’m the kind of person who would rather stay anonymous. Suddenly you hear
people talking about you: “I think that’s him!” Part of the
unease is about the prize too. You can measure who is the
fastest runner, but you cannot measure good teaching in
the same way. Why would I be the best? There are loads of
good teachers.’

Gert Peek - Teacher of the Year 2000 and 2011
What he’s known for: the ‘Peek week’, Soil & Water, Soil and Landscapes of the
Netherlands
How he used the money: Course-related extra activities for students, such as excursions or material.
An honour or an embarrassment?
‘A real honour. Especially the award in 2011, because that was purely a student
election. In 2000, the prize was awarded as part of Founders’ Day and there were
hardly any students present. In 2011 the ceremony was turned into a big event. All
ﬁve nominees were on the podium, which made it very exciting. You got much
more of a feeling of “I really have won something”.’
Are you a Wageningen celebrity now?
‘I was practically inundated with invitations for talks, excursions and guest lectures. I felt like some kind of celebrity, because they are asked onto all kinds of quiz
shows on TV, too. I had to be selective because I teach fulltime.’
Is the award a good idea?
‘Our chair group often scores well for education bonuses and the Teacher of the
Year because we place a high value on inspiration, motivation, enthusiasm and
commitment. We get 10 percent of the total amount in education bonuses. That is
quite striking, because people do compare notes in Wageningen. Colleagues and
other chair groups look at you with new respect when you can earn money with
good teaching and not just with research.’

Are you a Wageningen celebrity now?
‘For the ﬁrst few days my inbox was full of spontaneous,
warm reactions, including some from people I hadn’t spoken to for years. But it soon went back to business as
usual. Since then I have been asked for various things but
you can’t be sure that’s related to the nomination.’
Is the award a good idea?
‘The money isn’t necessary in my view; a bunch of ﬂowers
would be enough. But an award like this draws attention
to the quality of education and I do think that’s important.
Nevertheless, I wouldn’t advise young people to put all
their efforts into education. They won’t be doing themselves any favours, as it is research that comes in for all the
appreciation and recognition. The career prospects in
education are nil, it’s as simple as that.’

From left on: Frits Claassen, Gert Peek, Dolf Weijers en Huub Savelkoul.
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e thing right’
Dolf Weijers – Teacher of the Year 2013

Huub Savelkoul - Most nominated (6x) as Teacher of the Year

What he’s known for: Cell Physiology & Genetics, Systems at Work, BioInformatics Technology
How he used the money: For an academic gown

What he’s known for: Cell Biology & Health, Development & Healthy
Aging, Food Allergies
How he used the money: a fund for formulating a coherent vision on
education in the Cell Biology & Immunology chair group.

An honour or an embarrassment?
‘I thought it was an amazing experience. Especially because I got the prize
not just for my teaching but also for my extracurricular activities such as
the Science Café, at which we debate current academic issues. Apparently
that is much appreciated. I did feel a sense of responsibility to keep up my
standards. To make sure my classes remained lively and interesting.’
Are you a Wageningen celebrity now?
‘I was already pretty much in the public eye as a scientist because of my
personal chair and as a member of the Young Academy. Now I suddenly
started to get invitations from new quarters. I was asked to be on committees, to give talks, to be involved in the Science Support Desk. At ﬁrst I
thought, “Why me?” but then I realized I was keen to talk about what I
considered good education. Who knows, someone might get something
out of it.’
Is the award a good idea?
‘As a mark of honour I think the Teacher of the Year Award is a very good
idea. Fortunately, Wageningen sets great store by the quality of its teaching, and in this respect I think the prize is an excellent initiative. I do
think the form it takes, a money prize, is debatable.’

An honour or an embarrassment?
‘Of course it’s fantastic that students express their appreciation of
your way of teaching like this; I must be getting something right. I try
to ﬁre up the ﬁrst years. I do that through interaction, being up to date
and relating the subject matter to their experience.’
Are you a Wageningen celebrity now?
‘As a chair group we grab every excuse for a celebration. But beyond
that I hear surprisingly little about it in the organization. I am not bitter about that but I do think it’s a pity. Education tends to trail in the
wake of research. And when I gain a research grant I do get congratulated.’
Is the award a good idea?
‘More than half of all the teachers are very good, whereas only a couple of them get rewarded in the end. My idea would be to use the
money not to reward the best but to improve the performance of
those who are not doing so well. Like that you could raise the average
level of education.’

TEACHER OF THE
YEAR AWARD
Every year the Wageningen
University Fund announces
the election of the best
Wageningen teacher. Students
can vote for their favourite
digitally. A student jury picks
out ﬁve teachers from the
ﬁfteen highest scoring
nominations. One of them
will end up as Teacher of the
Year. All the nominees get
2500 euros to spend as they
see ﬁt.
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DARK SUIT
Meet SUIT, which stands for Surface and Under Ice
Trawl. It is a specially designed net construction which
gets pulled along the underside of ice ﬂoes to collect
whatever is lurking there: krill, cephalopods, worms
and jellyﬁsh. Researchers from Imares used SUIT over
the past two months on an expedition to the south pole
region. They sailed on the German icebreaker Polarstern
from Chile to South Africa along the edge of the
Antarctic ﬂoating ice shelves. Their aim was to ﬁnd out
whether there was more life under the ice than in the
surrounding seas. If that was the case it would explain
the presence there of relatively large numbers of predators. PhD researcher Fokje Schaafsma will now set about
analysing the catch. RR / Photo: Jan Andries van Franeker
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Tenure track works but is starting to pressurize too

‘Don’t have a team
full of strikers’
Four years ago the university introduced a new career policy for scientiﬁc
talent: tenure track. But the programme is not uncontroversial: does this
one-size-ﬁts-all trajectory do justice to the diversity of the academic
world? As a committee scrutinizes the rules of the game, Resource checked
in with ﬁve of the ﬁrst candidates. How are they faring?
text: Albert Sikkema /photos: Guy Ackermans

T

he prospects were never exactly terriﬁc for
young scientists before tenure track was
introduced. You came on board as a researcher
and then you just had to wait and see where
the ship of your career would take you. If a
position became vacant somewhere you were
in with a chance but if all the old hands just sat tight, your
career could get stranded regardless of your qualities. In
practice many young scientists hopped from contract to
contract, without any idea of where that would lead to.
Tenure track, which came over from Anglo-Saxon
academia, has some clear advantages to offer in this
respect. It gives talented young scientists, and established
teachers too, a chance of a career. Promotion is no longer
a random game of musical chairs but depends on objective
quality assessments. That is much fairer and better for the
university, agree both friends and foes of the system. Staff
members who come in at the assistant or associate
professor level are evaluated every three years on their

publications, their teaching performance and their
acquisition of projects and PhD students. The criteria
become more stringent as they climb the ladder. After two
temporary contracts of three years, they get tenure and the
end of the road is a personal chair. Unless you fail to meet
the criteria, that is. In that case you are invited to look for
another job: ‘up or out’ is another name for this scientiﬁc
career ladder. Although this does not of course apply to
current incumbents who voluntarily sign up for tenure
track.
There are now 141 lecturers who have embarked on
tenure track: 92 assistant professors and 46 associate
professors. Three candidates have already reached the
ﬁnal goal and are now personal professors. An unknown
number have fallen by the wayside.
CAREER TIGERS
So what has become of the criticism that was heard four
years ago when the new system was brought in? At that
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‘There was a lot of pressure’
Arjan de Visser
Genetics
Aiming for a personal chair in
Experimental Evolution.
Three years ago in Resource, De
Visser expressed concern about
his imminent evaluation because
he had not supervised many PhD
students and had not published
very much. It turned out there
was no need to worry. ‘I came
through the evaluation no
problem and was promoted to
associate professor scale 1. It
took a lot of preparation but in
retrospect it was very good to
have to write my vision down.
Next year I have to come
before a committee that will evaluate whether I should get a personal chair. I do feel under pressure through tenure track. At the
start there was a lot of pressure
and it had a negative effect on
the work. Now I am no longer
constantly thinking of tenure
track, I enjoy my work more.’

‘It feels like the Olympic
Games’
Jacqueline Bloemhof
Operational Research and Logistics
Aiming for a personal chair in
Sustainable Linguistics.
Three years ago Bloemhof had
just arrived in Wageningen from
Rotterdam. She has three children
and she had a contract for 28
hours but she spent an average of
almost 40 hours a week on her
work. ‘You need that to meet the
requirements, which are stiff,’ she
told Resource at the time.
Her reward came two years ago
when she was promoted to
associate professor (scale 1). ‘One
of my PhD students has graduated
and there are ﬁve more in the
pipeline. At the moment I am
working on my portfolio for the
big evaluation for a personal chair.
It feels like I’m preparing for the
Olympic games. You have to
qualify and you could always do
more or better.’

>
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‘I have started acting more
strategically’
Gerry Jager
Human Nutrition
Aiming for a personal chair in Sensory Science
and Eating Behaviour.
This ambitious psychologist moved from
Utrecht to Wageningen three years ago to
become an assistant professor. She was
attracted by Wageningen’s career policy but
did not yet know much about nutrition. Now
she feels thoroughly at home in Wageningen.
Jager now supervises ﬁve PhD students,
two of whom she brought in herself. She was
assessed in March this year and promoted to
assistant professor scale 1. ‘On the hard criteria I scored ﬁne and the committee was very
positive about my performance and vision. I
am on target.’ The next step is promotion to
associate professor on a permanent contract.
‘You get three years for that but I want to do it
faster. Next year I am going to apply to the
NWO for a Vidi grant. If I get that I can apply
for an evaluation for an associate professorship. But it is no pushover. Since I’ve been on
tenure track I’ve started acting more strategically. I always check whether something is up
my street, and who I will be working with. I
make sure I don’t do too much teaching.’

‘We’re streaking ahead’
Imke de Boer
Professor at Animal Production Systems
Did a year on tenure track as associate
professor.
Of the ﬁve tenure trackers proﬁled in 2010,
De Boer is the only one who is already full
professor, a meteoric career that was not
foreseen. ‘When my predecessor retired I
had just started on tenure track and I didn’t
apply. But the ﬁrst round of applications
did not produce any suitable candidates.
Meanwhile I had started to give it some
thought. I felt the chair group had been
marginalized and I thought I could do
better. So in the second round in 2011, I
applied. And I got it!
What matters to me is still the substance
of our work, sustainable livestock farming,
but as full professor I am much more of a
manager than I was when I was on tenure
track. But it’s been a nice surprise; I enjoy it
more than I had expected to. I notice that
my colleagues accept me in this role and I
can see a new dynamic in the group. We are
streaking ahead and everyone is working
hard. We had 12 new PhD students and the
number of publications has doubled.’
RESOURCE — 31 October 2013
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Dropped out
Petra Derkzen
Derkzen was assistant professor on tenure track at
Rural Sociology but she
dropped out this year and
has taken another job outside the university. Why?
She would rather not discuss it, she says in an
email. Talking to Resource
three years ago she already
mentioned the doubts she
had about an academic
career when she had to
apply for her own job after
two temporary contracts. ‘I
don’t know whether I want
to be personal professor.’

time opponents of tenure track foresaw a grim doom
scenario of an ‘every man for himself’ university in which
egotistical career tigers destroyed collaboration in
education and in research. That prediction has not come
true, say those concerned. Most of those of tenure track
seem to be very well aware of the importance of
collaboration in science. What is more, professors make
sure that tasks in the chair group are fairly distributed,
says Liesbeth Ruyten, who works with the tenure track
staff in Environmental Sciences. Another criticism at the
start was that the evaluation criteria for tenure track were
too stringent. This seems to have panned out better than
feared. Ruyten sees many candidates in Environmental
Sciences who meet the criteria easily. Only in the social
sciences did the criticism seem somewhat justiﬁed. In
these disciplines it sometimes seemed to be difﬁcult to
meet the requirements, especially those for acquisition
(how much project funding and how many PhD students
you bring in). Six lecturers at the Leeuwenborch withdrew
from tenure track partly for this reason. The criteria have
now been adjusted and most pass with ﬂying colours.
YOUNG FAMILY
In many ways, then, tenure track seems to be doing the job
it was intended to do. That is clear too from our discussions
with ﬁve scientists who have experience of the trajectory.
They featured in Resource when they started out. Now,
three years on, we checked in with them again to see how
they were doing. Their stories suggest that tenure track
has ensured them a clearer career path, but that the
system is in danger of creating some new bottlenecks
itself. And the main reason for this is that there is just one
trajectory, with just one ﬁnal goal. That does not do justice
to the diversity of ambitions among scientists and needs
in the chair groups. For example, tenure track leads to a
chair, whereas many scientists are quite happy in the role
of associate professor. Why, then, force young scientists to
go ‘all the way’? Imke de Boer is one of those who question
the approach. She ﬂourished on tenure track and is now
full professor of Animal Production Systems. So she can
evaluate the new career policy both as a participant and as

‘If I was young now
I might not have started
on tenure track’
a supervisor. She takes a balanced view of the process. ‘If I
was young now I might not have started on tenure track. I
worked three days a week for years because for me time
with my family is important too, as well as nice. Tenure

track came at the right time for me, because my oldest
children started on higher education in 2011.’ She is
aware of the high requirements for the natural sciences. ‘I
now have two PhD students who have just had a baby. If
they want to go on, they have to get on tenure track. That
puts an awful lot of pressure on you on top of the demands
of a young family.’
From the professor’s point of view too, De Boer sees
how restrictive tenure track’s uniformity could be. ‘My
chair group is doing great and I will soon be able to
appoint three young people on tenure track. But I am torn:
should they all go on tenure track? You don’t want a team
full of strikers.’
TEACHING LOAD
Similar views are expressed by Gerry Jager, who teaches
Sensory Science and Eating Behaviour. Now she is on
tenure track she is not allowed to spend more than 40
percent of her time on teaching. That is a problem because
the teaching load in her group is growing fast. ‘Last year
we started a new minor that is attracting a lot of students
and besides that, the Master’s in Sensory Science is
growing fast too. In fact we really need a teacher with
tenure. But the rules oblige us only to give tenure to people
on tenure track, who cannot spend more than 40 percent
of their time teaching.’
The growing teaching load is problematic elsewhere
too, as Jacqueline Bloemhof can testify. She is associate
professor in Operational Research and Logistics, and on
tenure track. ‘We have to supervise more students and
new courses are being added. Who is going to develop the
curriculum and teach the courses? The permanent staff
have enough on their plates. We would very much like to
appoint new teachers, but not necessarily on tenure track.
In which case you can offer very little in the way of career
prospects, unfortunately.’ That’s because the rule is: only
those on tenure track end up on a permanent contract.
ALTERNATIVE ROUTE
It would seem then that tenure track does not offer
everyone the right prospects. This may explain why the
system is largely limited to newcomers. Sitting staff can
volunteer for it, but are doing so less often than expected.
A committee will soon be studying why that is. Perhaps
they could take Jacqueline Bloemhof’s suggestion on
board. She argues for an alternative tenure track route.
‘Not everyone wants to be a personal professor. I envisage
an alternative route in which you are promoted to
associate professor level, with lower requirements for
acquisition but solid ones for education and research. A
partial tenure track route like that could put the chair
groups at ease.’
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BLACK PETE,
a relic of the past?
The suggestion that the Dutch Sinterklaas festivities are tainted with racism
has generated plenty of agro. The UN is investigating the matter and two
million Dutch have signed a ‘Pietition’ in defence of Zwarte Piet. What does the
international community in Wageningen think? Is Black Pete oﬀensive or just a
nice tradition?
text: Alexandra Branderhorst

Fred Kool from the Netherlands
MSc student of Biosystems Engineering
‘It’s a nice festivity and I have always celebrated it. Black Pete appeals to children’s imagination. But if so many people
are oﬀended by it, why shouldn’t we do
something about it? What is the added
value of Black Pete? People say “This is how we’ve always
done it.” And that is true, even though it’s only been going
since the mid-nineteenth century. But if that is the only
reason to hang on to Black Pete, it’s hard to justify it.”

problem with it. At least it will make people realize there
are black people in the world as well. But why are we talking about this anyway, when there are so many problems
in the world?

Lesley Janssens-Bennet from England

MSc student of Urban Environmental
Management
‘At ﬁrst I thought Sinterklaas was the
German version of Father Christmas.
Now I have read posts on Facebook and
I understand the discussion. Most people see a negative link between Black Pete, Africa and slavery. But I see it as a Dutch tradition which has a light-hearted take on colonial history. It’s not worth holding an international enquiry into it.’

Jubilee coordinator at Alumni Relations
& Funds
‘When I came to the Netherlands from
England, I got to know Sinterklaas as a
children’s party and a bit of Dutch folklore. It has never occurred to me that
there’s any question of discrimination. But when you explain it to British or American people, some of them do
question the fact that Pete is black. This issue is often more
sensitive in England and the US because people there are
more steeped in the history of colonialism and slavery. Because I didn’t grow up with Sinterklaas, I can see it objectively. I can understand the emotional responses of both
those for and those against. It’s just like bullﬁghting in
Spain. If people decided to have Petes of all colours I
would have no problem with that at all.’

Landry Fanou from Benin

Mengxuan He from China

MSc student of Environmental Sciences
‘Last year a child mistook me for Zwarte
Piet. The parents were embarrassed but
a child is innocent so I don’t mind. I do
not feel that I belong to an inferior race.
As long as Sinterklaas doesn’t treat the
Black Petes like slaves, I don’t have a

MSc student of Management, Economics
and Consumer Studies
‘The discussion is ridiculous. It is a nice
Dutch tradition and it had nothing to do
with slavery. The Petes give children
sweets and speculaas biscuits, which is
good and friendly of them.’

Diana Aragon from Colombia
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Kwame Asumadu from Ghana
MSc student of Environmental Sciences
‘It depends on the story behind the tradition. If Pete came down the chimney
and that’s what turned him black, why
does he have afro hair? If the character
does come from the era of slavery, it
should be changed. Because that means we are making
light of a very dark chapter of history. If you enjoy celebrating Sinterklaas you should have some consideration for
other people’s feelings too. Otherwise it’s rather irresponsible. In the US they have elves helping Santa Clause; nobody objects to those.’

Krijn Schetters from the Netherlands
MSc student of Biosystems Engineering
‘I know a coloured boy who sometimes
gets called ‘Black Pete’ by other kids. He
doesn’t like that, which I can well understand. But it is a tradition and it is
not done with the intention of por-

traying people of colour as slaves. Because blacks used to
be disadvantaged, it might raise that association. But
that’s a completely separate issue from the celebration.
The media are blowing it up big time. It is good that there
is a debate but I don’t think green and blue Petes are the
answer. Coloured people shouldn’t take it all too seriously.’

Hermien Miltenburg
Black Pete and chair of the administrative
staﬀ association De Binding
‘Our staff association organizes a Sinterklaas party once a year for staff – so
without children. This year the Black
Petes are being offered a colour workshops, based on the question whether black actually suits
the Piet concerned the best. So they might end up a totally
different colour - green or blue, for example. And the
saint? This year, we’ve got a black Sinterklaas. A ﬁrst. But
don’t see it as a statement. It’s more of a nod and a wink.
Perhaps we’ll go back to the old way next year.’
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HOW TO SURVIVE… IN THE
WAGENINGEN WOODS
‘The forest is one big vegetable patch,’
writes reporter Romy Appelman in
amazement after spending a day with two
Wageningen survival experts. The trail
led them to wild mushrooms, plants and
ﬂowers, all of which all ended up in a
bubbling cooking pot. Survival in the wild
in the Netherlands. It can be done.
text: Romy Appelman / photos: Sven Menschel

I

t is a lovely sunny autumn
day as I head for the woods
on my bike. I’m off for my
ﬁrst taste of bushcrafting, or
the skill of survival on what
nature has to offer. After all I’ve
seen on Discovery Channel I am
prepared for the worst: crawling
through the mud, eating larvae and
licking drops of water off tree
trunks to stay alive. Equipped with
a pair of sturdy walking boots, a
raincoat, a penknife and a bag of
current buns (you can never be

sure), I’m ready for whatever nature
can throw at me.
Bram Oosterbroek and Jerome
Paques both studied in
Wageningen, where they got
together over their shared interest
in survival in the wilds of
Wageningen. They regularly went
off into the woods for days spent
honing their survival skills. They
have both graduated now and have
sent up a small business through
which they share their knowledge
and experience. They organize

Jerome Paques explains to participants what they can eat and what they can’t.

workshops about 10 times a year in
the great outdoors around
Wageningen.
DEADLY DANGEROUS
Bram has an aura of selfconﬁdence as the 13 of us gather
around him to listen to his
explanation. ‘In the Netherlands
you can ﬁnd enough to eat in the
woods at any time of year,’ he
declares on the basis of his
experience. Most of the
participants in the workshop are

Wageningen students who are
interested in what is edible in the
wild. The aim is to go into the
forest to collect edible plants. At
the end of the day we shall prepare
and eat the collected food. It’s a
serious business. ‘We’ll need to set
to work in earnest,’ says Jerome in
slightly threatening tones.
‘Otherwise we won’t have enough
to eat this evening.’
So off we go. The spot where we
are standing is covered in beech
nuts, which the group starts
collecting with enthusiasm. Then
we walk a bit further into the
woods, where chestnuts lie in
abundance. The gathering is done
at great speed again. This is fun!
Unfortunately the next stop is a
verge full of stinging nettles.
They’re edible too, Bram and
Jerome assure us. ‘If you take hold
of them the right way, you won’t be
bothered by the poison.’ Sadly we
have not mastered the technique,
so nobody leaves the spot without
tingling hands.
The walk follows a clear
pattern: we walk a little way, our
guides call a halt next to a plant
and tell us something about it.
Where and when you can ﬁnd this
plant, under what conditions it is
edible and which nutrients it
contains. Some plants can only be
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Shelling nuts and chopping up plants: preparing the meal.

eaten cooked, while others are
edible but have a poisonous cousin
that looks deceptively like them.
We learn that the cauliﬂower
mushroom is delicious, while the
taxus conifer is deadly poisonous.
We make the acquaintance of the
giant policeman’s helmet, a funny
plant that shakes out its edible
seeds if you pinch it.
LEAVE NO TRACE
In the course of the day we learn to
look at the woods in a whole new
way. There seems to be a new
edible plant or mushroom around
every corner. The forest is one big
vegetable patch if you only know
how to make use of it. But we do
have to use the vegetable patch

with care. Bram and Jerome stick
to the ‘leave-no-trace’ principle:
‘You always leave part of the plant

behind and you should not leave
any visible traces of your presence.’
By the end of the afternoon
we’ve got a good harvest of leaves,
roots, nuts and mushrooms that
will make for a varied meal this
evening. We are going to prepare it
at the nature campsite at
Quadenoord, where a small base
camp has been set up. The wood
burners are made of tins and we
only get three matches. ‘To make it
a challenge,’ explain our guides
with a grin. As darkness falls over
the woods we set to work. We mash
the chestnuts, roast the nuts and
boil the leaves. We cheat a little
here and there with some salt and
soya milk. In the end everything is
combined and divided fairly

among the hungry participants.
Some things taste better than
others but it doesn’t matter
because the main thing is, we have
collected and cooked it all
ourselves.
At the end of this adventure my
nails are lined with mud and I
can’t feel my ﬁngertips anymore
because of the stinging nettles. But
my lungs are full of healthy fresh
air and my stomach of healthy
forest food. It is with satisfaction
that I cycle back to Wageningen
that evening. To the snackbar.
Interested in a workshop with Bram
and Jerome? They’ll be doing a
workshop on primitive ﬁremaking on
14 December. www.livenature.nl
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AMNESIA PILL
Coming soon: a pill to help you
wipe out bad memories.
Researchers from universities
including Basel have found the
genes for negative memories. And
there is an anti-histamine that
turns out to annihilate them. Test
subjects forget parts of their nasty
experience after just one dose. For
the quality of life! Now there’s a
thought.

Meet & Greet in Bornsesteeg
Student societies ISOW, ESN and
student platform SP&C-In the
World have joined forces to
tackle loneliness among
residents at the Bornsesteeg.
From mid-November the there
clubs will be holding a Meet &
Greet session every two weeks in
Number 3, the bar in the
building.

SLOW DOWN
The initiative was inspired by an
article in Resource about
loneliness among Bornsesteeg
residents, says Leoni Pek, one of
the initiators. In the article,
Ethiopian Birhane Abebe said he
had very little contact with the
others along his corridor. ‘I never
know who is at home or who they
are, even.’ This prompted students
from SP&C to go from door to door

inviting the residents to a joint
evening in the bar. ‘As a pilot we
organized two evenings, which
were a success. So we want to make
it a regular thing, so that people
know who they are living with and
can make contact with each other
more easily.’
The international societies
ISOW and ESN and the religious
organization SP&C-In the World
will be taking it in turns to run the
evenings. ‘That means that two of
the evenings will focus on things
like dance workshops, languages
and getting to know other cultures,
while the third one will be more
about reﬂection and insight,’
explains Leoni. As soon as the date
of the ﬁrst Meet & Greet is known,
a poster will be put up in the
Bornsesteeg. Idealis has offered

the use of the room downstairs in
the building free of charge for the
meetings.
This initiative by the three
student clubs has been picked up
on by the Church & World
foundation, which nominated
Meet & Greet for the Youth Prize,

Idealis has oﬀered the use
of the room downstairs in
the building free of charge
for the meetings
which goes to young people doing
something towards a better
society. ‘It would be lovely if we
won that prize, because it would
give us some ﬁnancial reserves to
make the evenings even more
LvdN
fun.’

Men tend to walk faster than
women just because they are taller.
So what happens when men and
women walk together? Research at
PLoS ONE shows that men adjust
their walking speed more for a
woman they are in a relationship
with than they do if they are ‘just
good friends’.

PEE TIMER
A mammal takes an average of 21
seconds to urinate. This applies
across the board from mouse to
elephant, the Georgia Institute of
Technology has discovered.
Apparently nature doesn’t give you
more than 21 seconds: urinating
animals are vulnerable. Funnily
enough, the 21 seconds law hasn’t
been tested on humans. Try this at
home!

RANT
PubMed, an online database of
biomedical publications is running
a pilot system for allowing readers
to respond to articles. Perhaps the
new PubMed Commons can raise
online discussion to a higher level,
with serious scientiﬁc debate
instead of abusive rants and
personal attacks. A whole new
work avoidance activity presents
itself. But please note: anonymous
posts are not allowed, so behave
yourself.

DIJKHUIZEN OPENS WAGENINGEN WALK OF FAME
Under the observant eyes of various Wageningen student
clubs such as KSV Franciscus, the student council and the
AID board, executive board chair Aalt Dijkhuizen lays ‘his’
stone on the tiled path between Atlas and Orion. In so
doing he oﬃcially opened the Walk of Fame on campus on
Friday 25 October. This footpath between the

administrative headquarters and the teaching building is
to be paved with tiles donated to the university by
students, societies and other groups.
The tiled path is an initiative by the former student
council, who laid the ﬁrst tile last June. As well as Aalt
Dijkhuizen, the board of the 2013 Introduction Days has
donated a tile in 2013. LvdN / Photo: Bart de Gouw
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EPISODE 18 - MORTIERSTRAAT 14B<<

Derk

Elise

Vera

Willem-Jan

The story so far: After weeks of searching, Elise has
found an internship position at last. Sadly, her housemates do not show much consideration for her new working hours.

ILLUSTRATIONS: MEREL DE GRAAF

Bianca

Presentation
E

lise stared intently at her computer screen where
the words and diagrams on her PowerPoint presentation danced in front of her eyes. There was an important meeting at her internship company tomorrow and
her supervisor had asked her to prepare a presentation
on her ﬁndings up to now. A great chance to show her
paces.
As she stretched on her chair she heard thumping
noises and giggling in the corridor. Both Willem-Jan and
Bianca had invited a few fraternity friends over and it had
been noisy all evening. In fact, there had been something
going on every evening recently. Either Vera had a ﬁlm
evening that turned into a bacchanal or Derk played video
games late into the night. It was driving her crazy. Now she
was doing an internship she needed some peace and quiet,
and that was not easy to ﬁnd at the Mortierstraat.
Just at that moment there was a knock on her door. Before
she could say anything, Willem-Jan and Bianca burst into
her room giggling and rosy cheeked from the many drinks
they had already downed.
‘Elise!’ shouted Willem-Jan unnecessarily loudly. ‘We are
going out into town, are yer com-ming?’ He tried in vain
not to slur his words. Bianca burst out laughing. ‘You are
so-o sloshed,’ she hiccupped. Elise gazed at the two crazies
in front of her. ‘No, I have an important presentation
tomorrow and I would very much like a bit of peace and
quiet.’ Willem-Jan sniﬀed contemptuously. ‘Don’t be so
boring. You can work for the rest of your life.’
‘Is Elise coming along?’ they heard Vera call out. She had

allowed herself to be persuaded, it seemed. Elise stood up.
‘No, Elise is not coming along. Elise has better things to do
than go boozing with her housemates.’ She shoved the
drunken pair out of her room and shut the door resolutely.
‘Then we’ll just go and drink beer without that boring
nutrition girlie,’ spluttered Willem-Jan. ‘Lager,’ Bianca
corrected him. Roaring with laughter they went downstairs.
A bit later Elise heard the whole group leaving the house.
Peace at last!
At three thirty Elise was startled awake by a deafening
noise from Willem-Jan’s room. ‘’Een beetje verliefd’, a
number by Dutch singer Andre Hazes resounded through
her room, just as it did whenever that boozehead WillemJan tried to get oﬀ with a girl. She pounded on the wall with
her ﬁst but Hazes sang on. Willem-Jan had probably already
fallen asleep, so she would have to listen to all the tracks.
Tears of indignation welled up. Time after time, her
housemates refused to take her needs into consideration.
She had had enough. She grabbed her mobile and
whatsapped a friend. ‘Is that room in your house still going
to be vacated?’

Resource follows events at Mortierstraat 14B

Student wins photo competition
Roel van Cauwenberghe has won
the audience prize in a photo
competition related to the
nature documentary The New
Wilderness, with a photo of two
Konik horses at the Blauwe
Kamer.
‘I took the photo last summer in
the Blauwe Kamer, a nature reserve
between Wageningen and
Rhenen,’ says van Cauwenberghe.
The student of Forest and Nature

Management does quite a bit of
nature photography, which sometimes requires a lot of patience in
order to get near the animals. This
time he suddenly stumbled across
a herd of Konik horses during a
walk. ‘The herd was behaving
beautifully naturally,’ says
Cauwenberghe. ‘Even though they
are wild horses, they are used to
people and even came towards me,
up to a distance of 10 metres.’
Van Cauwenberghe won the

competition by 150 votes. The prize
is a photography masterclass in the
Oostvaarderplassen with Ruben
Smit, director of The New

Wilderness. The photo will be
published in the magazines of the
Dutch state forest service and the
Royal Dutch Touring Club. NM
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>> PARTIES
The best parties according to
Wageningen Uitgaans Promotie. Check
www.wageningenup.nl for all parties.

an international ﬂavour. The IxESN party will be
held in the rugby clubhouse. Not a common
venue for parties but it lends itself very well to a
Halloween bash: it’s in the middle of the
woods! Get ready to be spooked. Zoomweg 4,
entrance: two euros.

IXESN: HALLOWEEN PARTY
Friday 1 November from 22.00 to 04.00
Yet another Halloween party, but this time with

WAGENINGEN TOWN CENTRE – PALM PROCESSION
Wednesday 6 November from 18.00 to 02.00
A very popular night out, not to be missed! A
ticket gives you the right to a Palm beer in seven
different pubs in Wageningen town centre.
Tickets always sell out in one day (you can get
them from 12.30 on the Thursday this Resource
comes out) but you can join in without a ticket.

Then you just have to pay for your beers as you
go.
NSW: WHEN I GREW UP
Thursday 7 November from 22.00 to 04.00
NSW (Navigators) proved during the AID that
they could throw a good party too. For a
relatively small society they manage to organize
a lot of events. This time, a party in Het Gat to
mark their 40th anniversary. Come in fancy
dress as the idol of your youth or as a youthful
memory. Free entrance, Het Gat.

The Party feature is provided by the
WageningenUP team

>> HET ECHTE WERK

PARTYING IN
COPENHAGEN
Who? Josien Noppers, second year
MSc student of Sensory Science
What? Four months taking Master’s courses
Where? Copenhagen, Denmark
‘A ﬁxed component of our Master’s is taking a number of courses in
Copenhagen over a period of four months. It is a kind of exchange
project based on the fact that the universities of Wageningen both
have lots of knowledge about Sensory Science. Organizing it was very
easy as everything was arranged for us. I went with 15 others from
Wageningen, which made it less necessary to connect up with a lot of
new people. Nevertheless I made a conscious effort to seek out the
company of others, especially international students. On Friday
evenings I went out, starting with a few drinks in the bar on campus.
The alcohol was cheap there, unlike the other bars in Copenhagen.
There were lots of Danes there, but they were not open to making
contact.
It was nice to get away from Wageningen for a while and to see another
university. Copenhagen is a real city where life goes on all through the
night. That’s different to what I’m used to in Wageningen. I was also
lucky that the famous music event Distortion took place during my stay
in Copenhagen. A free festival for ﬁve days all around the city. Complete

chaos, lots of music and above all, lots of people creating one big party
together. A fantastic experience.
In many ways Denmark was quite similar to the Netherlands. I could
get everywhere by bike and that’s what I did: half an hour’s bike ride
every day to the university. I took two courses with lectures and
practicals and one course similar to ACT. I didn’t have much trouble
with the course content. In Wageningen I have to work extremely hard
to get a 7, but it was quite easy there. So if you want to up your grade
average a bit, Denmark is the place to be.’ MvdH
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in memoriam

announcements
Announcements by and for students and staﬀ. Send in a maximum
of 75 words to resource@wur.nl on
the Thursday before publication
(and for the International Edition
include an English version). Subject: Announcements.

MEANWHILE IN... <<
Meanwhile in... China
In the news: The Starbucks in Beijing is asking 3.25 euros for a
cup of coffee (a tall latte). That is more than in London and
Chicago and almost twice as much as in Mumbai. CCTV, the
Chinese state television, complained about this, which drew
more than four million messages on Weibo (the Chinese
Twitter).
Daniel Huang, a Plant Science student from China, comments on
the news.
‘This is simply a marketing strategy that works really well in
China. You make a brand incredibly expensive and this
attracts rich customers. Places where rich people meet have a
huge appeal to large sections of the population. Everyone
wants to be part of that scene.
People like to show they’ve got money, and going around with
a top brand adds to their prestige. Only a small proportion of
the population has lots of money but that is still a sizeable
market when the population is 1.4 billion.
My brother has a really good job but he spends perhaps three
quarters of his pay on status symbols like a ﬂash car and a
smart suit. If he went to a meeting and didn’t have these
things, no-one would talk to him. Then they’d think he didn’t
have the right attitude for doing business. But that means he
doesn’t enjoy his ﬂash car because it is really a millstone
around his neck.
I think this is a kind of psychological disorder in the Chinese
system - it’s not right. You buy things that create an image of
yourself. That is a real waste of energy and money because it
doesn’t add anything to who you are or what you can do. That
applies not just to coffee but also to clothes, cars and really
anything you can show off to others.
In my opinion, you should spend your money on the
necessities of life. If you can manage that, then you can think
about luxury goods. But that’s not how it works in China.
I don’t get the impression the young people are any different
either. But I’ve been living in the Netherlands for a couple of
years now so I’m not certain about that.’

Geert André
Geert André, who worked at
Livestock Research, passed away
on 1 October. He knew for some
weeks that the end was
approaching and, together with his
family, he found the strength to
face it. He also had some good
talks with colleagues, recalling old
times. This concern for his
colleagues and ability to face
reality were typical of Geert, who
worked for us for more than 28
years. As a statistician he had the
gift of quickly being able to see
what data could tell him. He could
explain it in straightforward terms
so that his fellow researchers also
felt as though they understood it.
Geert was highly motivated and
was inspired by practical
applicability and by diﬀerences in
nature. His curiosity and drive
prompted him to take on the
challenge of doctoral research.
Content-wise, Geert’s Dynamic
Linear Modelling technique put
him streets ahead in that ﬁeld. Just
as important to Geert as the
international recognition he got
was the fact that it is in use in 700
dairy companies. An achievement
to be proud of. Geert could switch
easily between science and the
practice in the ﬁeld. He had more
to give, but sadly he has not been
given more time.
We are grateful to Geert for his
eﬀorts. In him we have lost a great
colleague and a pioneer of
adaptive dynamic modelling.
We trust that Geert is in good
hands and wish his loved ones
comfort and strength.
Kees Lokhorst, Johan van Riel,
Peter Groot Koerkamp

Teacher of the Year Elections
Will you decide who becomes Teacher of the Year 2014?
Vote on your favourite teacher
from Wednesday 30 October till
Friday 8 November!
Vote at ssc.wur.nl/air210/student/
Click on elections and go to Teacher of the Year 2013.
Maybe you’ll win one of the two
vouchers of €50 with your vote.
Only 2nd years students and above
are allowed to vote.
Don’t forget to vote next week!
SSC.WUR.NL/AIR210/STUDENT

NSW 40 years old!
In November student association
Navigators Wageningen (NSW) celebrates her 40th birthday. During
this month there will be several activities to celebrate this special
birthday. NSW wants to celebrate
this with all the students in Wageningen during a party on 7 November in Café Het Gat or during the
‘Open Mic’ in Café XL on Wednesday 20 November.
INFO: LUSTRUMCOMMISSIE.NSW@GMAIL.COM

Training Sell your idea
Being able to sell yourself, an idea
or a product is an essential skill in
daily life. During an interview it’s
important that you are able to convince why you should be hired, but
how can you do that? What will
you say when somebody asks you
‘why should I hire you?’ Receive
essential tips & tricks how you can
sell yourself or your idea.
Thursday 7 November, 19.00 22.00 in Impulse.
INFO: WWW.KLV.NL

More announcements on page 30
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announcements (cont.)

agenda (partly Dutch)

Leeuwarden spelen betoverend
werk van hun onlangs verschenen
debut EP. Het voorprogramma
wordt verzorgd door singer-songwriter R.T Woods.

Course CV writing
When writing a CV, you can face a
daunting task in diﬀerentiating
yourself from other job applicants.
In this workshop you learn the tips
and tricks to show your talents in
your CV. The trainer can take a
look at your CV in advance and
gives personal feedback. This
course is particularly developed
for international KLV members by
our partner, KLV Professional
Match. Of course, Dutch members
and other interested persons are
welcome too! Friday 8 November,
11.00 - 12.30 in Impulse.

Zaterdag 2 en zondag 3 november

INFO: WWW.KLV.NL

Vrijdag 1 november, 22.00u

Homobelangenvereniging SHOUT
Wageningen houdt een beneﬁetfeest in Wilde Wereld voor het
Pride Fonds. De entree is drie
euro. Het zaalbestuur doneert deze
avond de barwinst. Het Fonds verricht cruciaal werk voor een veilige
en gelijkwaarde wereld voor lesbiennes, homoseksuelen, biseksuelen en transgenders (zie ook mededelingen).

THE DAILY INDIE IN POPUPCLUB

WWW.SHOUTWAGENINGEN.NL

Workshop LinkedIn for students
Discover the possibilities and
chances of LinkedIn and work at
your proﬁle during the course! A
good proﬁle is important to improve your network, to build up a
strong CV and to attract the attention of speciﬁc persons. Trainer
Geraldine Sinnema of the company
Een Wereld Van Verschil.
Wednesday 13 November, 19.00 22.00 in Forum.

muziekplatform en magazine The
Daily Indie voor het eerst de gastheer om de pareltjes van de Nederlandse indie-muziek naar PopUpClub Wageningen te halen. Indiedarlings The Future’s Dust uit

INFO: WWW.KLV.NL

Workshop Leadership
Why wait? Now is the perfect time
to invest in your leadership
skills! Even though you probably
will not be a manager directly after
your study, these skills will be of
great value. And we believe that
you have everything it takes! The
best question to ask yourself about
your leadership is would you follow you. Thursday 21 November,
19.00 - 22.00 in Impulse.
INFO: WWW.KLV.NL

Workshop – Scientiﬁc English
Young KLV now oﬀers a workshop
about how to recognize and avoid
‘non-native’ inﬂuences in written
scientiﬁc English (Dunglish or broken English). For both Dutch and
other non-native speakers of English in a Dutch university environment who would like to improve
their skills on this area.
Tuesday 26 November, 19.00 22.00 in Impulse.
INFO: WWW.KLV.NL

EXPOSITIE STORMPAINTING
In ﬁlmtheater Movie W, Wilhelminaweg 3A te Wageningen worden
de resultaten van het kunstproject
Stormpainting gepresenteerd:
Schilderen, dichten en musiceren
in een stormachtige wind, waarbij
dit hele proces is geﬁlmd. Opening
zaterdag om 14.30 uur met ﬁlmvertoning en met live muziek van
Rivelli, expositie tot 19.00 uur.
Zondag van 11.00 tot 16.00 uur:
Expositie en ﬁlmvertoning
INFO: WWW.MOVIE-W.NL

INFO: WWW.POPCULTUUR-WAGENINGEN.NL

Zaterdag 2 november. 22.00u

BENEFIETFEEST PRIDE FONDS

Zondag, 3 november. 14.00u

FILOSOFIECAFÉ
Dr. Anton J.L. van Hooﬀspreekt in
het ﬁlosoﬁsch Café in café Loburg
over de actualiteit van de antieke

levensleer: de stiﬀ upper lip van
de Stoa en het epicureïsche hedonisme.
Dinsdag 5 november, 20.00u

LEZING MARCEL DICKE
Marcel Dicke, hoogleraar entomologie, houdt een lezing in de
bblthk met als titel: Als je een insect in de ogen kijkt dan weet je
niet wat je ziet: zo mooi! De toegang is gratis. In november wordt
in de bblthk een selectie replica’s
van insecten uit de collectie van
Marcel Dicke tentoongesteld.
INFO: WWW.BBLTHK.NL

Thursday 7 November 20/21/22u

ROOMSERVICE
Studium Generale presents the
Wageningen StudentRoom TheaterFestival: RoomService for the 7th
time! The festival is held in 8 studentrooms as well as in de bblthk
and the PopUp Club. Artists will
perform in the studentrooms a variety of music, cabaret, art, storytelling ... you name it! All shows
will be performed 3 times, 30 minutes each. You can select 3 diﬀerent shows and compile your program for that night. In between
you have thirty minutes to bike or
walk your way to the next location.
With Man From The South (Singer/
Songwriter) in Casa Cranca, Hoogstraat 37a; Our Minor Fall (Music) in
Wolfswaard, Aan De Rijn 12; Gebroeders Fretz (Cabaret) in Casa
Cranca, Hoogstraat 37a; Yentl En
De Boer (Kleinkunst) in Over-Engh,
Churchillweg 1; Femme Vanille
(Music) in Heerenstraat 3; Igor
Vrebac (Mime/Theatre) in PopUp
Club, Bevrijdingsstraat 38; iLL
Skill Squad (Dance) in Bblthk, Stationstraat 2; Als De Beren Komen
(Theater) in Witte Wilma, Wilheminaweg 24; Peter En Roel (Comedy)
Boterstraat 2 and Roommates in a
living room (Storytelling/Music) in
Tarthorst 307. Afterparty 23.00 closing time (PopUp Club).
TICKETS VIA INFO.SG@WUR.NL , INFO:
WWW.WAGENINGENUR.NL/STUDIUMGENERALE

Friday 1 November 22.00

ROOTS IN POPUPCLUB
The second edition of “Roots” with
local artists: Skip Pickers and
Gruismachine.
INFO: WWW.POPCULTUUR-WAGENINGEN.NL
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Open Day Orion
Saturday 2 November 2013 – 10 am to 2 pm

Seize the opportunity for you and your family and friends to visit the new education building on
Wageningen Campus
Dé gelegenheid om zelf of met je familie en vrienden een kijkje te nemen in het nieuwe
onderwijsgebouw op Wageningen Campus

Zaterdag 9 november, 15.00u

nova, etc. bossa, enz.

FILM: ERIK OF HET KLEIN
INSECTENBOEK IN BBLTHK

INFO: LAURENS.GANZEVELD @ WUR.NL

Naar het boek Erik of Het klein insectenboek van Godfried Bomans
(1913 – 1971). Erik Pinksterblom
stapt op een nacht in het schilderij
Wollewei en komt terecht in de wereld van de insecten. Daar merkt
hij dat het verschil tussen mensen
en insecten niet zo groot is.

Wednesday 13 november, 19.30

INFO: WWW.BBLTHK.NL

Zondag 10 november 15.30 uur

CONCERT DEDE PRIEST
In Bluesclub XXL concerteert
blueszangeres Dede Priest uit Austin, Texas. Priest wordt begeleid
door Nederlandse muzikanten.
WWW.BLUESCLUB-XXL.COM

Sunday 10 November, 16.30

JAZZ JAM SESSION
Why not join in the monthly jazz
jam sessions at Cafe de Zaaier?
Every second Sunday in the month,
from four thirty, a large number of
musicians improvise around jazz
standards as well as funk, bossa

COURSE: GOVERNANCE, POLICY
AND ORGANISATION
The crash course on WU Education
(one evening) addresses four issues. The ﬁrst one is on governance and organisation of WU, the second one on funding of courses
and other ﬁnancial issues, the
third one on main agenda items of
Programme Committees: the annual Education Modiﬁcation Cycle),
the Education and Examination Regulations and the accreditation of
study programmes, including the
internal quality assurance system,
the fourth one on tasks, responsibilities and authorities of a Programme Committee and its members. Venue: Forum Building, VIP
rooms, free drinks afterwards
(22.00). Lecturer: Tiny van Boekel,
Dean of Education and Director
OWI

Subscription?
Would you like to continue reading Resource
after graduating, retiring or leaving your job at
Wageningen UR? For 58 euros you can have more
than 20 issues per year delivered to your door.
See resource.wur.nl/en/page/colophon.

SUBSCRIBE BY SENDING AN EMAIL TO
MARITA.KLEFKEN@WUR.NL
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ILLUSTRATION: HENK VAN RUITENBEEK

>>TYPICAL DUTCH

Precision cat-sitting
Recently I was asked to cat-sit for a Dutch lady while she was away on a holiday. The idea was
that I live in the house for a month, as the cats ‘don’t like to go to other places’. It meant living
rent-free for one month in exchange for taking care of two cats.

A couple of weeks before I moved in, the lady sent me a ﬁve-page word document. The ﬁrst cat,
Joey, has mouth cancer, so he eats diet food. The cats have their main meals every day at 8:00 and
18:00. At 23:00 ‘they like to have a snack, just a quarter of a cup’. Joey eats fast, then he waits for
Pipi who usually can’t ﬁnish her food and he tries to eat hers. I should pay attention so I take it
away immediately otherwise he will get fat and die. The water in four bowls around the house and
yard should be changed every three days. The cats puke sometimes. If it’s just once, I should just
clean it. If it’s more than that I should call the good vet. If it’s an emergency I call another vet,
down the street. In either case I also call a third vet, who’s a friend of theirs, just so he can give an
opinion too. They left me three vets’ addresses and phone numbers. Besides these vast
instructions, there were also rules about managing the pond in the backyard, sprinklers and
watering plants, a routine to scare off intruders when I leave the house.
I just got through the month and then I feel freed. This process conﬁrmed my theory that Dutch
people leave nothing to chance and are over-organized in all their activities. Now I have a Dutch
girlfriend and she’s great. But I’m scared as hell for what is coming next. Stefan Petrutiu, MSc Urban

The Dutch leave nothing
to chance: I got ﬁve pages
of cat-sitting instructions

Environmental Management, Romania

Do you have a nice anecdote about your experience of going Dutch? Send it in! Describe an encounter
with Dutch culture in detail and comment on it brieﬂy. 300 words max. Send it to resource@wur.nl
and earn ﬁfty euro and Dutch candy.
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